
AP ENGLISH POEM ESSAYS

When it's time to take the AP English Literature and Composition exam, review these tips for getting a 9 on the AP
English Literature Poetry.

Underline lines, phrases and words that exemplify literary techniques, show the tone and meaning, or are good
examples of structure. They refer to sonnets that are as always 14 lines, but include three stanzas of four lines
each a quatrain along with a usually rhymed last 2-line stanza couplet. Once you have marked the poem,
create a basic outline for your response so that you do not get off-topic. Your prompt will not simply ask for
the meaning of the poem, but also for the significance of the poem and how the author portrays that
significance. Write clear explanations of the author's use of literary technique in support of your thesis.
Devices include: Alliteration: Repeated identical consonant sounds at the beginnings of words. An Italian
sonnet consists of a clear octave 8 lines plus a sestet 6 lines for the desired line form. The College Board
reports that students received an average score of 4. Focus on answering the prompt using the author's words
before writing about yourself. Make careful note of the author's name and poem title. This ensures that you
cover the essay from top to bottom and do not miss any important literary concepts in the piece.
Understatement: The antonym for hyperbole, an understatement is often meant as dry humor when a character
or speaker says something is insignificant when it is truly not. Keep them short and to the point. A good first
impression is great, but the introduction is not the whole essay! Here are a few of the top tips for writing a
successful response to the poetry free-response question. They fail to analyze it and find any literary meaning
in the work. Low-scoring AP essays neglect to refer to authors by name or poems by title and fail to include
even one quoted example of the poet's writing in their response. Avoid Pitfalls Leading to Low Scores AP
essay responses are scored using a matrix of 0 to 9, from not responding at all to an excellent response with
sophisticated writing, strong vocabulary and exceptional insight. Ode: Celebratory poem. Edit and Proofread
Lower-scoring responses contain serious errors in grammar and spelling, according to the College Board.


